SPECIALIZED TABLE BASES | CANTILEVER & BOLT-DOWN

IT’S OK TO GET

ATTACHED
For a more permanent and secure table
solution, consider a wall-mounted
cantilever base or a bolt-down post base.
While we’re famous for our products featuring
stabilizing technology, we can do a lot more than
that. When our customers told us that they need

down bases provide stable dining options with the
quality that you would expect from FLAT®.
Unlike other products in the market, our cantilever
bases have been designed to be flat-packed, saving
our customers shipping space and cost as well as
reducing packaging.
Our bolt-down base is also available with our
height-adjustable post to provide great flexibility to
locations with fixed dining arrangements. Both sets
of bases provide the ability to cater for customers
with accessibility requirements.

different table options to support their varying

Why not let us be your table base provider of choice

concepts, we listened. Our cantilever and bolt-

and let us know what we can do for you?

EFFICIENT

Cantilever bases come in
unique FLAT pack packaging to
save shipping space, cost, and
packaging.

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT
BUILT TOUGH

FLAT’s cantilever bases are
constructed of high-quality,
industrial-strength steel.
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PIN LEG

Recommended to accompany several
models, the pin leg provides added
support to your tables.

ACCESSIBLE

SPECIALIZED TABLE BASES | CANTILEVER & BOLT-DOWN
PRODUCT
CODE

PRODUCT

CL2036281A

Cantilever Table Base
(20in x 36in)

W: 510mm/20in
L: 900mm/36in
H: 707mm/28in

6.3kg/13.9lb

800x1200mm/32x48in (pin leg recommended)*

CL2626281A

Cantilever Table Base
(26in x 26in)

W: 660mm/26in
L: 646mm/26in
H: 707mm/28in

6.3kg/13.9lb

965x965mm/38x38in*

CL2636281A

Cantilever Table Base
(26in x 36in)

W: 660mm/26in
L: 900mm/36in
H: 707mm/28in

7kg/15.4lb

965x1200mm/38x48in (pin leg recommended)*

CL2642281A

Cantilever Table Base
(26in x 42in)

W: 660mm/26in
L: 1053mm/42in
H: 707mm/28in

7.35kg/16.2lb

965x1370mm/38x54in (pin leg recommended)*

PL2802A

Pin Leg,
Dining Height

H: 711mm/28in
(Can be extended by 25mm/1in
using the adjustable foot)

1.2kg/2.6lb

(As above)

PL4002A

Pin Leg,
Bar Height

H: 1016mm/40in
(Can be extended by 25mm/1in
using the adjustable foot)

2.3kg/5.1lb

(As above)

BD2802A

Bolt-Down Base

H: 711mm/28in
Post/Column Width: 76mm/3in

4.4kg/9.7lb

750x50mm/30x30in or 750mm/30in round top*

CT7000

Bolt-Down Base
with Pneumatic Post

8kg/17.6lb

750x750mm/30x30in or 750mm/30in round top*
Max Recommended Weight: 16kg/35lbs

CT7001

Dual (2) Bolt-Down
Bases with Pneumatic
Posts

16kg/35.2lb

1400x800mm/55x32in*
Max Recommended Weight: 30kg/66lbs

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

H: 671mm/26.4in–

1005mm/39.6in

H: 671mm/26.4in–

1005mm/39.6in

MAX TABLE TOP SIZE

*WARNING: Exceeding the maximum recommended table top size and/or weights and not utilizing the pin leg (where recommended) could reduce the functionality and performance of the technology or table.

FLAT® BOLT-DOWN
MODELS

Ideal for locations with fixed
seating arrangements.
Bolt these bases into the floor
for a stable footing. Combine
multiple bases for larger table
tops and creating compliant
seating arrangements for
customers with accessibility
requirements.
All cantilever and bolt down bases
are made from steel and are
protected with a black, textured
powder coat.

ACCESSIBLE

Bolt-Down Base

BD2802A

Bolt-Down Base with
Pneumatic Post

CT7000

Dual Bolt-Down Bases
with Pneumatic Posts

CT7001
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